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the province of Ahwaz he had sufficient guarantees in the
form of later taxes.1 But Joseph b. Phineas was not so readily
induced to grant the loan. Nevertheless, as the report
continueSj Ibn al-Furat did not stop arguing with frirn until
he finally assented and on the very same day granted a loan
for a month. Of course, Ibn al-Furat without delay ordered
his servant to fetch the amount from Joseph b. Phineas.
(2) The Yizier £Ali b. <lsa, too, was obliged to ask the
Jewish bankers for a loan in order to consolidate the public
budget. He addressed them as follows 2 : —
" Do you want to avoid my inflicting penalties on you 3
that may alBfect you and your heirs (\£^Sjj ^3 ]^J^-) for
ever 1 I shall only refrain from it in consideration of a matter
that will cause you no damage whatever. At the beginning
of each month I need an amount of 30,000 dinars, which must
be paid within the first six days to the infantry troops.4
However, I am usually not in possession of such a sum,
neither on the first nor on the second day of the month. I
want you, therefore, to advance on the first of each month a
loan of 150,000 dirhams, an amount that you, as you know,
will get back in the course of the month from the Ahwaz
revenue. For the administration of the Ahwaz revenue belongs
to you (1<5CJ! j|^Wl SJ^^-), and these moneys (from
1	Only Joseph b. Phineas is mentioned here as j I ^a Vl -JUg*-- C£, however,
Wuz., 81, and Tan., ii, 84^-5, where both Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b.
Amram are referred to as connected with Jl^jkVl  s-^a**-
2	This and the following passage occurs in two versions, but they do not
show any important changes ( Wuz., SO-1 ;   Tan., ii, 84-5).
 *	The Vizier merely used this threat in order to force the Jewish bankers
to comply with his aim.   For they were not culpable, as is evident from the
whole coarse of events.
 *	Loans were usually occasioned  by urgent  expenditure  for  military
purposes.   That it was military expenditure that rendered a loan necessary
is not accidental.    The need of capital for army purposes weighed most
heavily on the budget.   So that it was precisely in the financing of the army
that the credit system developed entirely new methods.   The influence of
the troops, mostly Turkish mercenaries, on the administration as a whole
kept steadily increasing.

